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Abstract 
A microcomputer based )o\\' temperature measurement test station has been 
designed, built, and tested. The station is ust>d for MOS transistor evaluation, 
but any other semiconductor test structure mounted on an 8 pin header may be 
evaluated. The system consists of a custom )ow temperature apparatus, which 
includes a Lakeshore model DRC-80C temperature controller and a Janis 8DT 
cryostat, and electrical instrumentation developed with an HP9000 series 300 
computer and an HP4I45A semiconductor parameter analyzer. The system has 
been implemented with TECAP3A software, a menu driven program that allows 
instrumentation on the HPIB to collect and store device data via a computer 
host. The temperature is adjustable from I. 7K to room temperature with an 
accuracy of 0.1 K. 
Device output characteristics for n-channel devices displayed current kinks 
reminiscent of silicon on sapphire devices. Also a differential negative resistance 
was observed. P-channel data was unobtainable due to freeze out of the lightly 
doped drain and source re1gi<>ns. Threshold voltages exhibited t.he usual increase 
• 
1n magnitude as the temperature • IS lowered, and unusual su bthreshold 
characteristics were obtained. 
This thesis presents the operating procedures for the automated cryogenic 
system and sample device measurements. Also a magnetic system suitable for 
Hall studies has been incorporated which includes a custom solid state power 
supply. 
( 
1 
1.1 Background 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Historically, low temperature stressing of semiconductor materials has been 
used as a tool for the understanding of solid state physics. This research area 
has become increasingly popular and has matured to the point where a 
commercially available liquid nitrogen cooled computer is in the ofling 1• Among 
the advantages of a tightly controlJed low temperature environment are faster 
logic systems and reduced thermally activated failure rates2. However, to offset 
increased hot carrier injection problems at lo\\· temperature, scaling of power 
supply voltages is necessary. It is interesting to note the primary focus of 
current research in this field is device behavior at two cryogenic temperatures, 
liquid nitrogen (77K} and liquid helium ( 4.3K}. These measurements are usually 
made by immersing samples directly into dewars of liquid cryogens, as 
commercially available cryogenic equipment that allows precise control over a 
range of temperatures is limited. 
The field of low temperature electronics is a relatively new area, with the 
attainment of improved device performance being the major impetus. Scaling 
theory of MOS devices has provided a miniaturization scheme that, in the past, 
has been sufficient to satisfy the designer's need for a better device. However, 
as feature size is further reduced, performance enhancement has become more 
difficult to achieve. Low temperature operation of ~10S circuits results in speed 
enhancement, and when combined v.'ith the high circuit densities and low power 
consumption they may econornically compete v.'ith their bipolar counterparts2• 
2 
11/\<:t,,;IC()IJNIJ 
Anotlu·r aclvantagc• ~1tirt,•<I i~ inrr•·nsc•ct sul>t.hrc•st.,,ld ~,,,,,,. whirh is uuattainabl<' 
• 
1n the tern per at u re • • • 1 nsens1 ta vt• • SIZ<' sr.aling theory. ')'h us, low 
temperature becomes a variable to incrt»as<' the subthreshold slope and maintain 
the off current in scaled down devices. 
With the extreme of very low temperatures, much of the device related 
physics must be reconsidered. New models are necessary for circuit designers to 
accurately predict low temperature system performance. It is in this area that 
current literature is just beginning to understand newly observed effects. 
Perhaps the lack of information in this area may be attributed to the difficulty 
in achieving precise control over the low temperature environment. 
1. 2 Goals of this Research 
It is with the aforementioned lack of data on devire structures reported in 
a variable temperature range from below 4.2K to room temperature that has 
inspired this work. It is the purpose of this thesis to provide a bridge across 
this temperature gap by presenting a low cost cryogenic system that allows the 
• 
user to accurately stabilize and rncasure sample ternperature in a range from 
1.7K to 300K while simultaneously collecting electrical device data 
.• 
via a 
computer. 
The utility of such a measurement system may be seen in the study of the 
current kink and differential negative resistance characteristic observed in MOS 
devices at helium temperatures31 41 5, 6 . For example, this effect has been 
observed at temperatures of 30K and below. It is with this cryogenic system 
that this effect may be concisely tracked from 30K to 2K. 
Sample device data is taken on in-house wafers and electrical parameters 
are extracted from measurements. A discussion of the experiment.al results is 
includ<~d and a few suggestions for future work is presented. 
3 
\ 
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Chapter 2 
Low Temperature Semiconductor Bulk and 
Device Characteristics 
A discussion of some low temperature phenomena observed is presented as 
a historical review in this subjPct. The physical properties of semiconductors 
relevant to device operation at cryogenic temperatures will be explored. Also 
device characteristics at low temperatures and an application of circuits will be 
presented. 
2.1 Properties of Bulk Semiconductor Materials 
The forbidden energy gap, EG, is the energy difference between the 
conduction band edge and the valence band edge. In most semiconductors, the 
gap increases for decreasing temperature. Table 2-1 shows typical values for EG 
I 
of a few semiconducting materials. The dependence of EG is notably small, but 
this variation can influence generation-recombination, trapping, and tunneling 
probabilities. 
E G for a few Semiconductors at OK and 300K
7 
EG Ge Si GaAs GaP lnSb InP 
Ec(OK) 0. 744 1.153 1.53 2.4 0.27 1.41 
EG(300K) 0.67 1.107 1.35 2.24 0.180 1.27 
Table 2-1: The variation in energy gap for selected semiconductors. 
Phonons are quantum mechanical particles representing the thermal 
vibrations of a crystal lattice. The frequency (v) versus wave vector (k) 
diagram for these vibrations is the dispersion relationship. This diagram shows 
the allowed or possible modes of vibration, while the actua) excitation of these 
1nodes is a function of temperature through a f actor8, 
4 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.! 
I 
--- ,...,, kT / l,11 if !·7· ~ · I,,, 
,.,. I k I 
C I I 
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where A: is Boltzmann's r.onstanl and h is J>Janck 's constant. Thus, only phonons 
with energies less than kT are excited. At very low temperatures, it follows 
that energetic phonons are absent. 
The Fermi Dirac distribution function is the probability that an energy 
level E is occupied by an electron. It is given by, 
1 
/( E) = e(E- E Fl/ lr.T + I 
where E F is the Fermi level determined from the doping densities. Whereas at 
room temperature this function is a smooth transition from /(E) = 1, 
corresponding to full occupancy, to /(E) = 0, corresponding to no occupancy, at 
)ow temperatures the function is step-Jike as shown in figure 2-1. 
T= 0 K 
£F 
I 
I 
I 
'100 K I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
0.5 1.0 :,:,., 
/(£) 
Figure 2-1: 'fhe Fermi Dirac distribution function at 
• temperatures9• various 
The Fermi level as a function of T is shown in figure 2-2 for various 
doping concentrations for n and p type silicon semiconductors. As the 
temperature is lowered the Fermi levels approach the band edges; however, at 
5 
·• 
bandgaJ> is also noLiceBl>lt· over thr lrrnJ>t·rature range. 
0.6 Conduction ban
d edge £, 
IO 18 
0.4 IO 17 
O.~ 
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1014 
£, 0 - - - 10 1" 
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IO 17 
0 100 ~00 300 400 500 
Temperature. K 
Figure 2-2: The Fermi level in silicon as a function of temperature 
with doping ceM-entration as a parameter
10
. 
The free carriers are supplied from shaJlow donor (E0 ) or acceptor (EA) 
levels in the forbidden energy gap. From the charge neutrality condition 
11
, 
the electron concentration may be written as, 
ND-NA 
n ~ ---Ncf!(-llEvfkTJ 
2N A • 
for a closely compensated n-type material, that is, 
1 
ND > NA~ 2e-AEn/kT 
where AED = Ee- ED. Likewise for no compensation, the concentration is, 
I 
A' · ., .-2 A' (' ( ~ f. /) / J(f1 . . ;\' 
, , /J ~. , , <,; . A . 
Figure 2-3 shows th<' variation of electron density as a function of 
temperature. The slope of the freeze out range is given by llE vi A: or fl E v/2Jc 
depending on the compensation conditions. 
500 T(K) 
11 10001 300 200 100 75 50 
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Figure 2-3: Electron density as a function of temper
ature in n-type silicon 11 • 
At low temperatures it is clear that the activation energies are large with 
respect to kT, resulting in very small free carrier densities. This is the property 
known as freeze out which is responsible for \'astly different properties in the 
bulk of a semiconductor device. Though this may appear to be a limitation in 
some device applications, in others such as the MOS system, operational device 
performance may be obtai11ed in the presence of freeze out. 
7 
., 
1'11(' f'ff(•rt.s <>f ,•l«·rt.rir fi(•lcls ,.,, t I,,, fr,'<" rarri(•rs is drtf!rr11in(•ci t,,. tl1(· 
• 
mobility, µ, which is thr avcrag<· drift velocity p<-r cl .. rtrir field strength. In 
semiconductor materials such as Gt' and Si whict1 are not strongly ionic, bulk 
mobilities are determined by two prc>cesses, scattering by phonons, and ionized 
impurity scattering. Th<' mobility µ 1 due to phonon interaction has the 
temperature dependence o~, 
where 1.5 < o < 2.5 depending upon the mode of the phonon, optical or 
acoustical. 
With falling temperatures, this • • 1 ncrea.s1ng trend of mobility due to 
decreased phonon scattering is counteracted by the onset of ionized impurity 
scattering in which the mobility dependence is, 
r3/2 
µ. -
, NJ 
where Jti1 is the total ionized impurity density. In uncompensated bulks, N1 is 
equal to the density of ionized acceptors or donors, which decreases like the 
carrier density as the temperature is lowered. However, in compensated 
material the density of charged centers • remains relatively independent 
temperature resulting 
compensation8• 
• 1n a mobility that is sensitive to the extent 
of 
of 
The combined mobility which includes effects of phonon and ionized 
impurity scattering may be written as12 , 
1 1 1 µ = (-+-)-. 
µ, µ.i 
In figure 2-4, various low field mobilities are plotted as a function of 
temperature. It is seen that at cryogenic temperatures, the ionized impurity 
scattering is normally don1inant. 
8 
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Figure 2-4: Electron and hole mobility in Si as a function of temperature
12
. 
2.2 The MOS System 
While some of the basic bulk properties presented exhibit 
• 
unique 
characteristics at low temperature, the focus must not depart from the device 
point of view with the ultimate goal of device design for low temperature 
operational circuits. \Vith this 
• 
In mind, the area of MOS device 
characterization at low temperatures follows a brief review of the MOS system. 
The n-channel MOS transistor is shown in figure 2-5. The energy band 
diagrams indicate, for various gate potentials, the regions of accumulation, 
depletion, and inversion. As will be shown later, it is the band bending 
resulting from applied fields that allows a surface channel to exist, even though 
at low temperatures the bulk may be completely frozen out. 
9 
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Figure 2-5: The n-mos devicf> structure and 
energy band diagrams corresponding to, 
(a) accumulation, (b) depletion, and (c) inversion 9 . 
Typical / DS versus V DS characteristics for an n-channe) device are shown in 
figure 2-6, where the drain current may be formu)ated from, 
ll' r''vs 
IDS=- L}o µ ef JQ wi~'. 
The region to the left of the V GS= V DS,at + V TH line is known as the the 
linear region given by, in its most simplified form 12 , 
(2.1) 
and the region to the right of the dotted line known as the saturation region is 
given by, 
(2.2) 
where V TH' the threshold voltage is, 
10 
.,, 
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Figure 2-6: The current-voltage family of curves for an NMOS device9• 
and the various symbols have their usual meanings. 
As was pointed out earlier for an n-type bulk material, significant carrier 
freeze out occurs at temperatures below IOOK. In an NMOS device, the Fermi 
level in the bulk approaches the valence band as the temperature is decreased 
and mobile carriers begin to f reezc out with a resulting decrease in the electrical 
conductivity of the bulk. The relative hole concentration in the bulk is seen in 
figure 2-7 to be a strong function of temperature. 
However, the situation in the region under the gate electrode in an 
inverted channel region is vastly different. Consider figure 2-8 where the case 
of room and liquid nitrogen temperatures are presented. Most of the shallow 
acceptors are ionized thermally in the bulk at room temperature. The band 
bending bending resulting from the applied and built in potentials maintain 
ionization in the surface depletion region. At temperatures below IOOK as the 
11 
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Figure 2-7: Relative n1obile hole concentration in the bulk as a function 
of tcmperaturr v.1 ith acceptor concentration as a parameter 13 . 
bulk begins to freeze out, there is essentially no effect on ionized impurity 
ronrcntrat.ion in t hr channel region duc> to thfl c>IPrt.ric field. As long as th<1 
donor concentration remains low in the depleted region, electrons injected into 
the channel from the source are not affected, and the degenerately doped drain 
and source regions will not freeze out 13• 
For the case of no bulk bias and neglecting interface traps, the threshold 
voltage 1nay be written as 14 , 
V4£ !qN A<P F 
Vr= \'FB + 2</JF+ c 
oz 
and, when differentiated with respect to T neglecting the effects of VFB yields, 
12 
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Figure 2-8: Energy band diagrams for the inverted channel region 
at room and liquid nitrogen temperatures13. 
dVT d<J>F( 1 
dT - dT 2+ C 
OI 
' 
d¢ f' l l'G~ 
dT - ±r12q - I</>~] 
(2.3) 
with the plus sign used for PMOS devices, and the negative sign for NMOS 
devices. The change in threshold voltage is primarily due to the temperature 
dependence of ni which appears in ¢ F 
threshold voltage for various doping densities. 
Figure 2-9 sho,vs the change in 
The shift in thresl10Id for n-channel and p-chan11el devices is quite 
symmetrical. That is, as the temperature is lowered, the magnitude of NMOS 
and PJ\10S threshold volt.ages increases proportionately. 'fhus once a CMOS 
circuit is designed for operation at room tcrnperaturc, the circuit will function 
13 
<'V ,.,, 11 t I iqu i<I t.rl i u ,11 t,·rr1 J><'r at u rc·s. 11 c,v.·f'vrr. 1l«·v ir •· ,lrsi~ 11 Ofll i n,izat. i,,n f«>r t lac· 
particular c,pcrating tcr11peraturt· is rrquirccl for th•· n,osl favorablt· circuit 
perforrnancc. This symmetrical characteristic is shown figure 2-10 for NMOS 
and J>MQS devices. 
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Sc,r1u· r(!S('llrrtu•rs hitV(' r,,urad H varinti,,11 ,,r \'., \\'ilh T ()JI tt.f• <>rdrr ,,r 
3(XJmt·/K which is rnurt. great<'r thau tht· 2 5m\l/K predicted by equation (2.3) 
in the range below 50K. It is <'><plained by a model where the trapping energy 
depends on the gate field 15 . llowever, this model only partially accounts for the 
results and more work is needed to explain this phenomena. 
The eff~ct of substrate bias sensitivity has been shown to be less at liquid 
nitrogen temperature as seen in figure 2-11 for various channel lengths Y.'ith a 
fixed width of 15.2-µm for an n-channel device. Impurity freeze out has been 
determined to be the cause of reduced substrate sensitivity, "·herea'i the degree 
of freeze out is not affected by modifying physical dimensions 16, 17 • 
-> 
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SUBSTRATE VOLTAGE Vsx (V) 
Figure 2-11: A comparison of substrate bias sensitivity curves for various 
channel lengths at room and liquid nitrogen temperatures16. 
Scaling effects on threshold voltage are seen in figure 2-12. At least as 
far as the range from room to liquid nitrogen temperatur~s is concerned, the 
geometry effects of small depletion mode MOSFET's do not depend upon 
temperature16• 
One of the limitations to scaling theory is the slope of the su bthreshold 
15 
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Figure 2-12: Threshold voltage as a function of channel length 
at room and liquid nitrogen temperatures
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. 
characteristics which is a critical design parameter particularly in dynamic 
cirruits13 . The IJJs·· i'cs charart.erist.ics for various temperature
s is sh'Own in 
figure 2-13. The slope is mainly an inverse function of temperature given by, 
d(logl vl C 
s = - q ( 0% ) 
dV Gs 2.3kT C o:z +C n+ cit 
The improvement in slope from the room temperature va
lue is 3.7 at 77K and 
a factor of 8 at 4.2K. This effect is also very symrnetrical as seen for the case 
of NMOS and PMOS devices in figure 2-14. 
It is suggested by Hanamura et al. 3, that very small voltage operation is 
feasible with careful adjustment of threshold voltages at )ow temperatures due 
to the improved su bthreshold characteristics. 
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7 "' . 
MluraLf'd rurr•·nt equations J>rescnlc•cl carlit'r. ~',,r the linear rurrenl equatiou, 
(2.1 ), the lransconductanr«a is, 
d IDS i4: 
II = I,, = l.l C -VDS 
•m dV .- =-con,t ,.. , oz l 
GS DS 
where n O\\' µ , = µ t 11 is the surface mob i Ii t y . The temperature dependent 
Parameter is " which is also a function of thr electrir field and impurity ,.. , , 
roncentration • 10 the channel 
le m per at u res 1 8 , which 
tr anscond ur. tan re. 
. 1n turn 
• 
region. The mobility increases at low 
has a beneficial effect on the device 
From the slope of the curves in figure 2-15 the g may be derived from 
m 
\\1 hich the surface mobilities at a gate voltage of VG 5-i'TH = 0.5V are indicated. 
The currents are plotted versus \1 GS-\' TH to eliminate the temperature 
dependence of the threshold voltage. In the range from room temperature to 
liquid . nitrogen temperature the mobility and associated transconductance 
increases by a factor of four. 
~"'or the saturated current equation, gm may be derived as, 
H' 
gm= µt//C o:z L (V GS- V1H) · 
Short channel device bchavior 13 with a high drain-source field is shown in figure 
2-16 ,vhere the velocity of the · electron is limited to a saturation value of 
The mobility sh·ows an increase by a factor of 2.5 over the temperature 
range studied. It is seen that since the temperature coefficient of velocity 
saturation is smaller than that of the low field mobility, the speed improvement 
of short channel devices compared with long channel devices operating at the 
sar11e supply voltage is less at. low tempcratures19• 
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·r111. ~t(>s sys·1 t·.~t 
()tt.f'r firl,I f'ffrrt rrt<>l,ility r11rvf's art· pr«~f'flt.«·<1 in figur1· 2-17 fc,r l<>n~ ltrt<I 
short channel devices al low drain voltages wherl"· vell>city ~turation is n<>t. c1 
significant factor. The mobility increase for the short channel case is smaller 
than the long channel device. This is attributed to the increase of series 
resistance in the device, whrre it is noted that optimization of a low resistivity 
source-drain profile is necessary for improved opcration 3. 
Peculiar devicr output characteristics have been observed by many 
researchers4• 3• 5• 20 • 21 at temperatures of 4.2K. The characteristic is shown in 
figure 2-18. where a current kink and a hysteresis effect is observed. 
The kink has been explained by Hanamura et a). 3 as behavior due to two 
threshold voltages similar to the effect of silicon-on-sapphire devices~ where the 
substrate is insulating and floating. They attribute the shift to holes generated 
by a weak avalanche around the drain region charge the frozen substrate 
causing a kink at certain drain voltages, but this does not account for the 
negative resistance region seen in the characteristics. 
The differential negative resistance. DNR, has been proposed to resemble 
the features of DN R in bulk gallium arscnide 4• It has been shown that in the 
presence of a strong electric field, the energy bands near the surface are split 
into electric sub-bands in which the effective masses and density of state are 
larger for the upper bands and smaller for the lower bands22 • Thus, carrier 
mobilities in the higher subbands will be smaller than in the lower subbands. 
The gate voltage will set the energy separation between subbands, and interband 
transfer of hot electrons will occur at certain drain voltages22 , 6• As the drain 
voltage is swept, a drop in t.he current is expected as electrons are transferred 
from high mobility sub-bands to the low mobility sub-bands. This activity may 
20 
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at helium temperatures3. 
only take place at very low temperatures, where significant population of higher 
sub-bands is unattainable thermally. 
Figure 2-19 indicates the effect of a forY.'ard biased source-substrate 
junction in a device exhibiting the current kink and hysteresis effect at 4.2K. 
After the source-substrate junction is turned on the potential barrier for carriers 
in the channel is lo\\1ered, and carriers may inject into the substrate. It is 
observed that all the hysteresis effects are removed when the source-substrate 
junction is forward biased. 
2.3 Devices for Circuits 
In order to produce devices for operational circuits at liquid nitrogen 
temperatures, the design and the fabrication process must be optimized for the 
operating temperature of interest. This is especially true for submicron devices 
where parasitic effects and threshold voltage variation at low temperature will 
degrade performance. 
Recently, a 0.5µm C~10S technology has been reported for liquid nitrogen 
temperatures featuring dual poly (n+ -poly for n-channel and p+ -poly for p-
channel), shallow source~drain diffusions, and deep tl1resho]d adjust implants for 
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the n + device23 • A speed and power delay product improvement of 2X was 
obtained for a ring oscillator circuit at 7iK. 
' 
Other researchers have successfully operated an MOS operational amplifier 
designed for room temperature at liquid nitrogen temperature with the 
irr1provernent in perforrr1ance features sum1r1arized in Table 2-2, where o denotes 
the ratio of rr1obility at 77K to that at room temperat.urc 24 • Also investigated 
was the same circuit optimized for constant performance at ]iquid nitrogen 
temperatures taking advantage of the reduced area consumed by the circuit. 
That is, room temperature current levels may be obtained at liquid nitrogen 
temperatures if the channel widths are reduced by a since gm scales by a at 
77K. 
'f 
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M<>S 
Pararr1etflr 
Factor 
Table 2-2: 
( 
1 Thermal 
. 
noise 
voltage 
, , L \· I ( ' I. ' I • u : f . II ( C • I I' I "' 
\' Hri;sl ic>11 • If I 
11 u I J> Ii fi f • r J >ll r H r 11 ,. t « • r ~ n 1 77 I\ \\'it I, r,·~r)C•fl I ', :J(}(JI\. 
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Selected circuit parameters with the factor o indicating 
th(' change in operation at 77 K l<> that at 300K 24 . 
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Chapter 3 
The Automated Cryogenic System 
3.1 Safety Cor1sidcrations 
The cryogenic system has been designt-d to minimizr thr hazards associated 
with the handling and use of liquid cryogcns. Thr physical layout is such tt1at 
relief valves and manual valves arr easily accessiblr to the operator. ~lowevt>r. 
it is the responsibility of each operator tc1 be aware of potential hazards tc> 
minin1izc the possibility of an accider1l. 
Two liquified cryogenic fluids, helium and nitrogen, are used extensively for 
low temperature operation. Also, pressurized helium and nitrogen gas is used 
for purging. 
personnel. 
These liquids and gases share several hazards to operating 
It is the purpose of this section to elucidate these hazards and 
define safe operating procedures. 
The boiling point <>f liquid helium is 4.26K and liquid nitrogen is 77.35K. 
\-'. 
As a result, the fluid \vi)) boil during storage and use with an 
. 1mn1cnse 
expansion in volume. ~'or example, helium will expand by a factor of 760 to l 
and nitrogen by 700 to I. The speed and intensity of the boiling process will 
be a function of the temperature of its surroundings. The 30 liter super-
insulated helium storage containers are designed to minimize the boil-off to 
approximately I liter/day; however, several liters may be boiled off violently 
when pouring liquid nitrogen into the room temperature cryostat. 
Exposed body contact with the fluids will freeze the skin very quickly and 
.. 
result in burns similar to thermal burns. It is during operations of pouring or 
transferring that protective clothing, such as long pants and gloves, should be 
25 
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acr id(!ll La I spills. 
The gases released during boil-off from nitrogen and helium are non-toxir. 
However, if adequate ventilation is not ptovided, enough air may be displaced 
to c:ausf.. asphyxiation. Insure that th<' building's ventilation system 
• 
IS 
operational before use, as all the gases from th~ system are released in the 
immediate vicinity. 
The helium and nitrogen gases are stored in pressurized tanks at 2000 psi 
when full. Due to the immense storage pressure, any damage to the valve can 
propel the tank through a wall. Also, because of the v.·eight of the cylinders, 
it's imperative that some effort it made to securely fasten the tanks to a stable 
fixture. 
When replacing an empty tank, install the protective cap before moving, 
and use a wheeled cart designed to transport the tank. When reinstalling the 
regulator, ensure the unit seats properly in the valve and securely tighten the 
mounting nut. 
3. 2 Description of Co1nponents 
3.2.1 Low Temperature System 
The cryoge.nic test station is composed of many precision components 
chosen for their high degree of reliability and performance. Figure 3-1 is a 
pictorial representation of the major constituents in the system. Reference to 
this figure during the course of this discussion will aid in understanding. 
The Janis 8DT detachable tail research dewar is a versatile cryogenic tool. 
It contains two reservoirs for the liquid helium and nitrogen, and a v.acuum 
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Figure 3-1: The major components of the cryogenic system. 
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j11rk,•t surrc,u11cts th«• rrs«•r\•c,irs arul I.nil. 1'1u· ~HfllJ>lc· is J>l11rc·d in an 8 J>i11 
S<>ekrt and is J>ositionc·d in thr tail assc•mbly. Sh<>\\'fl in figur«· 3-2 is the sample· 
mount "·hich is lowered into the tail asscmbJ~, of the cryostat. 
Tht> cryo pump expander unit is shown with two isolating valves. The 
top valve is the main high vacuum valve, and the lower is the roughing valve. 
Connected to the cryo pump, but not shown in the figure, are two supply and 
return high pressure steel reinforced helium gas hoses. These hoses are 
connected to the refrigeration compressor unit. An electric.al signal line runs 
between the compressor and expander. At the base of the expander unit a 
small stainless steel valve is used for purging with nitrogen gas during a warm-
up or regeneration cycle. Next to the roughing valve a molecular trap is 
installed to prevent back-streaming of oil from the roughing pump. 
The roughing system shown consists of the mechanical pump, oil filter, 
and vibration absorber, is also used to evaporate the liquid helium via the 
exhaust manifold. The oil filter absorbs pump exhaust gases, and trapped oil in 
the mist drains into a beaker reservoir. 
The exhaust manifold unit shown is used l<> channel gases to and from the 
Janis 8DT cryostat. The exhaust manifold is the most complex piece of custom 
equipment consisting of 8 valves, 7 ports, 1 compound gauge, and 1 pressure 
relief valve. 
The helium gas is used via the purge port to flow dry gas in the helium 
reservoir and transfer rod prior to a fill operation. The gas is also used to 
pressurize the helium storage dewar to facilitate transfer. 
The electromagnet is a model V-4007, 6-inch unit made by \' arian 
Associates. The magnet requires a water supply to maintain the internal coil 
28 
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Figure 3-2: The sample mount which is lo\vcrrd into the cryostat. 
On the left, the custom adapter to position the clevice normal 
to applied n1agnctic field Jines. 
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t.r•rr11,<·ratur<·, au<I a rust.c,111 J><>\\'<•r \\'HS <lr•sigu nraci l,uilt tl1111 <·nnl,I,•, th•· us«·r t,, 
rar11J> tht· mH~nrtir fi«>ld <>r r11ai11t.aiu it al a r<>nstaut valu<·. Sf•f• aJ>J>endix )) 
for morfl information on operating and using the magnetic systena. 
3.2.2 Data Acquisition System 
The data acquisition instrurrientation consists of al) hardware and software 
needed to automatically collect data, and store it on magnetir medium for 
future use. Figure 3-3 is a block diagram of this system Y.1 hich is under control 
from resident software running in the IIP900() series 300 computer. 
The major features of the system consist of the folJowing: 
l. Controller: The controller is an HP9000 series 300 technical 
computer with 3 Mbytes of RAM. The controlling software runs 
under pascal operating syst.em 3.10. The display is a color combined 
text/graphics CR1"'. Tht> rontroller communicates over the HPIB 
interface bus, which is equivalent to the IEEE-488 bus. 
2. Storage: The llP9I33H contains a 20 Mbyte Winchester hard disc 
and a 3.5 in. microfloppy. The· microfloppy has approximately 2X 
the storage capacity of a conventional 5.25 in. flexible disc. The 
hard drive stores the pascal system and a)) Tecap fi)es. An 
HP82901 i\1 dual 5.25 in. drive is included fc>r data st.c>rage 
c<>rnpatibility with the 11 ]>98:16 computers. 
3. Soft\\·are: The controlling software consists of Tecap 3.0A which 
allows the user via a series of menus to control programmable 
rr1easurement equipment and store data for future evaluation. 
Instrument drivers may be added for equipment not covered by the 
default version of this software. 
4. Data Acquisition Unit: The l1P4145A semiconductor parameter 
analyzer is the primary measurcrnent instrument. The unit is 
essentially a curve tracer consisting of 4 stimulus-measurement units 
(SMU's) capable of supplying or monitoring a voltage or current. 
The HP4280A measures the capacitance and conductance of 
semiconductor devices as functions of applied voltage or time at a 
fixed frequency of 1 Ml1z. The device under test is connected to 
either of the above inst.run1ents through a custom sample rriounting 
arrangement. Tl1is cc>usists of an eight pin T0-5 socket \\'ith all 
eight pins extended l>y coaxial cables to eight BNC bu)kl1ead 
3() 
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H c rd Dr i v e + 3, 5 1 · 
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I I 
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Figure 3-3: A block diagram of the data acquisition and instrumentation 
equipment. 
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rc,nru•rt.c,rs 11t t lu· t.c)J> c,f th,· sllrr11,J,. rcuJ 
is J)f,ssil,lc· t,, rhnr1~c· I h,· dc·virc· ur1<tc·r 
the r<>axial cabl«·s .. J>rc,vid<·d th«·st• dt•virt•s 
f>t,sitit>n B'iS<'rnl,lv. 'l"laus. it 
t,·!-\I l>) rru·rc·ly rc·r,u1ru·rti11~ 
arr <>n t.hc sar11f· h(~a<lcr. 
5. Temperature (;ontroller: Thf· Dl{C-80 Lakest1orr temperature 
conlrollrr prc,vides a direct rcaci<>Ut. in Kt•lvin units and compares th<· 
read terr1J>rrature Y.·ith the set point form the thumbwheel switches. 
'fhe resolution is f).01 K in the scale rxJ>and n1ode below 3f)K and 
0.05K frorn 3CJK t<> :J()CJK. A ruston1 J>ROt\1 has been incorJ><>rat.<·d 
for the dic>de s<·nsors used, resulting in the maxirr1urn accuracy 
possible. Two sensor inputs arr included to monitor the ternperaturt· 
at the internal vaJ><>rizing assembly and at the sample mount. 
6. Magnetic s,,stern: The· rnagnet is a \' arian 4 inch electromagnet 
contrc>lled by a rustorr1 solid state pov.'er supply. A more complete 
description is given in appendix D. 
7. Data Output: 11igh quality plots on paper or transparency film niay 
be obtained with the J-IP7470A two pen plotter. For listings of data, 
the HP Thinkjet printer is used. 
Photographs of the electrical instrumentation and )ow temperature 
equipment are seen in figure 3-4 and figure 3-5 respectively. Together these 
two systems comprise the cryogenic test station. 
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The electrical instrumentation of the cryogenic test station. 
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Figure 3-5: The low temperature equipment of the test stat ion. 
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Chapter 4 
Sample Measurements 
4 .1 D<-vi<-c Cl1aracteristics 
T\\'O sets of devicE>s were used in the evaluation of parameters in this 
section. A transistor array mounted on a T0-5 header seen in figure 4-1 used 
metal gate trchnology and was fabricated from the TP-100 series of masks. 
This array, referred to as ,r, utilized diffused junctions and has an oxid(l 
thickness of 700A 
( 
The other array studied was fabricated from the TP-200 
• 
series, and the 
processing steps are summarized in appendix C. This array., seen in figure 4-2 
and referred to as A 1, also featured diffused junctions with an oxide thickness 
of 160A. 
The arrays are designed with common drain, gate., and bulk contacts., 
allowing as many as five different devices geometries to be studied without 
\ 
changing the sample. This is an important considcrat ion in making low 
temperature rneasurerr1ents, as it is wasteful of the particularly 
. 
expensive 
cryogens to cycle the sample and mount to room ternperature every time 
another device is studied. 
At low temperatures, it was found that the lightly doped drain and source 
,.,_ 
regions of the PMOS devices introduced too large of a series resistance. It is 
noted that the devices used were designed for room temperature operation. The 
importance of design optimization for low temperatures is an important factor 
since the PMOS transistors were useless below liquid nitrogen temperatures . 
• 
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Figure 4-1: 
I I• \l t,<l l I 
D vie 
t I I I 
Th array from the TP-100 mask set \\·here device 
1r is located. 
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Figure 4-2: 
11 1 11 1 11:, 1 
D v·ce 
" Al " 
The array from the TP-200 mask set where device 
A 1 is located. 
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St.andard output characteristics whrrr the drain volt.agr is swept for
 
various gatr voltages are shown in figures 4-3 and 4-4. Figure 4-3 differs f
rom 
figure 4-4 with the application of a constant bulk bias voltage of \'85 = -1 V
. 
The plots depart form "normal" / DS- V vs characteristics in a number
 of 
ways, l) a pronounced differential negative resistance (DNR) is observed which 
is enhanced with increasing reverse bulk bias, 2) the device "turns-on" after the 
DNJl region and saturates at high values of l'vs, and 3) the saturated region is 
independent of bulk bias~ \\'hereas the DNR region is suppressed and enhanced
. 
The DNR region is very sensitive to the sweep direction of the drain 
voltage. Figure 4-5 sho"'s the output characteristics seen in figure 4-3,
 with the 
dashed line the measured values "'hen the drain voltage is swept f
rom 8V to 
OV. 
The hysteresis characteristic is very reproducible and figure 4-6 shows thi
s 
effect for the poly gate device, A 1. In this device the absence of 
bulk bias 
rontro] beyond \lDS ~ 4.0\1 was also observed. 
4.3 Co11duct.11nce Meas11re1ncnts 
Conductance curves may be obtained by measuring the source curre
nt as 
the gate voltage is varied while keeping V DS constant. Shown in figure 
4-7 are 
two sets of measurements taken at T=296K and T=l.8K. From this data the
 
increase in transconductance from the room temperature value to 
sub-helium 
temperatures is evident. Also a shift in the threshold voltage is obser
ved. 
Using a MOSFET modeling program developed at Lehigh
25
, 
26
, threshold 
voltages may be extracted form the J Ds- l' G 5 measurements by. the 
linear 
extraction method. In this method, the MOSFET is biased in the lin
ear region, 
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Figure 4-8: Output characteristics for device 1r, 
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'1 
al It ronstanl, le)\\' \'1tlu<· ()r '',,.--·· 'l"ft,• ~lilt- v,,Jta~<· 11l 'A·)1icl1 a lin,~1tr 
cxtraJ>olation of th<· / /JS- \'cs ,urve, from thf' poinl of maxirnun1 slope, intercepts 
the x-axis is defined as the threshold voltage. 
Figure 4-8 shows • SIX extracted threshold voltages as a function of 
temperature. A striking feature of figure 4-8 is the roll-off of threshold voltage 
al extremely low temperatures be)o\\' 40K. Conventional rnodels do not predict 
this effect, which mav be attributed to their lack of freeze out consideration . 
. 
., 
Effective mobility, µ,rr may be calculated from the channel conductance, gD 
d IDS "' g - I - µ C -( V - \'' ) D - d\' V =ran,t - t// o:z L GS TH 
DS GS 
Effective mobilities were plotted with the aid of the MOSFET modeling 
program in figure 4-9 as a function of V GS- i'TH \\'ith temperature as a 
parameter. 
It should be noted that other parameters of interest such as the variation 
of the surface scattering parameter, 8 and series resistance, R with respect to 
5 ' 
te111peraturc cannot be accurately extracted with tl1e MOSFET modeling 
program \\'hich has not considered )ow temperature effects. 
4.4 Subtl1resl1old Cl1aracteristics 
Su bthreshold curves are measured with the gate voltage below the 
threshold voltage in the weak inversion • region. Seen in figure 4-10 are 
subthreshold measurements that depart from the usual straight line 
characteristics. The device is a compensated NMOS structure, and the 
characteristics may be attributed to· impurity freeze out 17• 
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Figure 4-8: Linearly extracted threshold voltages for device 1r, 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
This work has shown the usefulness of a test station 
for evaluation of 
semiconductor devices in the range of sub-helium to room
 temperature. From 
th<- sample measurements presented chapter 4, 
effects not normally • In 
encountered at room temperature become dominate factors 
at lo"'' temperatures. 
The mechanical system is built around the commerc
ially available Janis 
8DT cryostat and custom built manifold and pum
ping sections. The data 
acquisition system consisting of the HJ>gooo series 300 com
puter and the 
HP4 l 45A semiconductor parameter analyzer is control
led via TECAP software. 
Together, the mechanical and data acquisition syst
em, provide a means to 
measure devices quickly and accurately from room tem
perature to 1.7K. 
The test station has been shown to be an indispensable tool
 for observing 
DNR and freeze out effects. Also significant changes
 in threshold voltage and 
effective mobility are evident at low temperatures. 
Since rnost rnodelillg programs and device design techn
iques are applicable 
only for room temperature use, a few recommendatio
ns for future development 
include: 
1. Device Modeling 
• Simulation of freeze out and the effects on 
the current 
characteristics and threshold voltage. 
• Drain current modeling 
saturated regions. 
• Investigation 
temperatures. 
of hot 
• 1n 
• 
carrier 
48 
the subthreshold, linear, and 
effects introduced at low 
,,. 
2. l)e\'ir«• l)«•sign 
• Devicf' optimization for )ow temperature operation. 
• Process design considerations for cryogenic applications. 
3. Circuit Design 
• Application of new low temperature models to accurately predict 
system performance. 
49 
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Appendix A 
Detailed System Operation with Liquid 
Helium 
Thf' automated cryogenic test station is a versatile and complex piece of 
equiprnenl. In this appendix, the procedures are outlined for operating the 
system from 2K to room temperature. 
A.I Stor8ge Dew11r F8miliarization 
The low temperature cryogen, liquid helium., is stored in specially designed 
dewars \\1hich will have many ports and valves on the top. Figure A-1 is a top 
viev.' of the super-insulated helium storage dewar that is rented from Air 
Products. 
GREEN 
RELIEF 
VALVE 
PRESSURE RELIEFS 
1 ( 2 ) 
WHITE HANDLE 
VALVE 
\ __ 
X _PRESSURE GAUGE 
' 
YELLOW VENT 
X / VALVE 
Figure A-1: Helium storage dewar valves. 
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~J'lu· \·1tlve~ arc· usut1lly r,,lor c·cKlc•rl nrad 11rc· u~c·ci ciuring pr,,durl tr1111sf,,r. 
storaRc, and trausi t. Tt.(• Val V(!S ar,· used as f oll<>ws: 
l. (;rt-en Handle Valve: Primary relief, I /2 to I PS)(; 
• To be OJ>ened during transit and storage of dewar. 
• To be closed during product transfer into or out of dewar. 
2. ''ellow Handle Valve: Main vapor vent/pressurizing valve 
• To be opened to vent exress gas pressure from dewar before 
and after transferring prc>durt into or out of dewar. Also may 
be us£·d t.<> pressurizt· de'.a.·ar \vith clean, dry helium gas during 
product transfer out of dewar. 
• To be rlosed after each product transfer is complete, and excess 
gas pressure has been vented. Must be closed during transit. 
v.·hethcr full or empty and during storage fc>r future use. Note: 
Failure to close this valve may cause an ice plug in the 
dewar vent syste1n creating a potential hazard 
3. White Handle \'a)ve: Liquid fill/withdraw valve 
• To be opened when transferring into or out of de\\'ar. 
• To be closed aft.er product transfer is complete. during storage. 
and \.V h i I e i Il t rans i t ~' li et h er f u l l or e 1n pt y . N o t e: Fail u re t o 
close this valve 111ay cause an ice plug in the dewar 
ve11t syste1n creating a potential hazard 
A.2 Operation witl1 Liq11id Helium 
Figure A-2 is the layout of all valves and ports referred to in this section 
which is a complete guide to the operation and use of the system. Though 
other operating procedures exist, it is recommended that these instructions are 
adhered to closely, since the following methods are a result of many previous 
runs. For example, precooling may be done either with radiational cooling or 
be direct cooling. However, it has been found that the more time consuming 
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dir<·rt r<>0ling rr1f't.l.od, which rcquir<·s li<1uid nit.rogeu ir1sidr the hcliur11 reservoir, 
usually results in ice plugs due to thf> inability to completely remove the liquid 
nitrogen. 
A.2.1 Pumping Down the System 
Pump-down consists of using the mechanical and cryo pump to evacuate 
the insulating vacuum de\\1ar jackrt and transfer rod to pressures of 10·7 mbarr. 
This procedure should commence 3 days before an experiment is to take plarc. 
I. Close throttlr and cryo pump high vacuum valves, and open cryo 
pump roughing. auxiliary feed. high vacuum manifold roughing, dewar 
vacuum, and transfer rod evacuation valves. 
2. Check oil level in the mechanical pump reservoir and turn on. 
En s u r r t he press u re gauge on t he o i I fi l t er is be Io'-'' 5 psi . If o i I I e v el 
is lo\\' or pressure is above 5 psi, consult appendix B section B.2, 
Roughing Pump. 
3. Turn on the thermocouple gauge mounted near the cryo-pump. The 
needle should steadily indicate a drop in pressure. After 
approximately 4 hours, the pressure should read 30 microns or less. 
4. Clc>se the cryo pump roughing valve when a pressure of 30 microns 
or Jess has been achieved. 110\vever, continue rough pumping the 
transfer rod and de\\' ar. 
5. Turn on the ~·ater supply valve, located under the sink, for the cryo 
pump's compressor. Apply power to the compressor unit using the 
red rocker switch located on the front panel. 
6. After approximately 2 hours, check the gauge mounted on the side of 
the cryo pump for a temperature of less than 14K. 
7. When the internal temperature of the cryo pump is less than 14K, 
close the high vacuum manifold roughing valve, turn off the 
mechanical pump, and open the cr)'O pump high vacuum valve. The 
thermocouple gauge should steadily indicate a drop in pressure. Cryo 
pump the transfer rod and dewar for the next 2 days. Note: If the 
cryo pump cannot maintain temperatures below 14K, it will be 
necessary to regenerate tl1e cryo pump (see appendix B). 
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Figure A-2: A top view of all valves and ports in the t.est station. 
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A .2.2 Precooling the Cryostat 
l'r .. cooling <>f the hc)iun1 rrscrvoir is nerrssary l<> n1inimi1.r thf• anaounl of 
liquid helium ustad lo fill the 
• 
reservc>1 r. J>rt•cooling is acromJ>lished \\'ith liquid 
nitrogen which is more readily available and less f•xpens.ive than liquid helium. 
A radiational rooling method is outlined. Cooling is ar.co~plish<·d by filling the 
i 
liquid nitrogen reservoir, while maintaining the insulating vacuum in the dewar.
 
This method ,...·ill require at lea"t 12 hours due to the poor heat transfer 
rharacteristics of thr vacuun1 jackc>t. It v.,iJI l>e necessary to continuously purge 
the inside of the research de\var with dry nitrogen gas to prevent condensation
 
from forming on any internal surf are that may later freeze and block passages.
 
lt is presupJ>osed that pump do~·n procedures have been initiated successfully, 
and the cryopump is continuously evacuating the vacuum jacket. It 
recommended to initiate precool 12 hours before fi])ing with liquid helium. 
I. Connect the tu be from the helium gas purge valve to the he]ium 
. 
reservoir port. 
2. Evacuate both the helium reservoir and sample chamber by opening 
th<' thr(>ttle. 11cliurn resl'rvoir vacuu111. lteliu111 11eed]e, a11d sarnpll' 
chamher vacuum valves. 1'urn on the roughing pump, and the 
san1p)c chan1ber pressure gauge should read Jess than 30 in. Hg 
vacuum. 
3. Turn on the N 2 supply in the Jab next door, and set t
he regulator 
for 5 psi. 
4. Close the throttle valve 
5. Open the nitrogen gas and helium gas purge valves. Set the flow 
meter for maximum flo\\'. Note: the purge gas used here is dry 
nitrogen; opening of the helium gas purge valve does not add helium 
gas, but rather channe]s nitrogen gas through the flow meter. 
6. \\7 atch the sarnp)e chan1ber pressure gauge for an indication of,, 
positive pressure. \\1hcn positive pressure is maintained, open the 
sample charnber mini vent valve #1, and reduce the flow to 0.2 1/m 
of N2• 
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7. S,•t up tlu· srrusll t•lc·<·t.rir ftt11 surh 111111 is ,,nssc•s air acr,,ss t.lu· t,,,, c,f 
tlu· rryc,slnl. 'l't.i~ ,, ill rc·cJurc· the· rc,ncJ,·11s<1t.ic,11 fr,,,11 fr,·c·ziu~ t1r,,u11cJ 
ti.f1 top <>f the· clt•\\·ar. 
8. Rerr1c>ve thf' half lid of tlar d('\\'1tr, and fill the nitrogen chamber with 
liquid nitrogen slo'A·)y. \\'car proJ>cr rlothin~ and eye protection, as 
the liquid nitrogen will boil violently as it comes in contact with the 
warm de\\·ar. 
9. For the next 2-3 hours, maintain the liquid r1itrogen level to 
approximately I inch below the top of the dewar. Once the boiling 
has sctt)Pd. the de\\'ar may br left cJvernight to precool without 
additional filling. The next n1orning the de\\'ar will need to be 
topped off, and allowed to precool for another 1-2 hours. 
A.2.3 Helium Purging 
Helium purging is necessary to displace any nitrogen gas present in the 
system after a precool. . Otherwise, when filling with liquid helium, the nitrogen 
may condense, and freczr in the capillary tube connecting the helium reservoir 
and sample chamber. This would prevent the helium from cooling the sample, 
and the dewar would have to be warmed up and dried out to remove the 
blockage. This should be initiated after the system has precoo)ed for at least 
12 hours. 
I. When the precool steps are completed~ shut off the nitrogen gas 
valve, open the helium gas main valve, set the helium gas regulator 
for 5 psi, open the helium gas secondary valve, and set the flow 
meter for 0.2 to 0.5 1/m. Allow the helium gas to completely purge 
the reservoir and sample chamber for approximately 5 min. 
2. Close the throttle valve, and turn on the mechanical pump. Ensure 
the helium reservoir vacuum va]ve and sample chamber vacuum valve 
are opened. 
3. Open the throttle valve and watch the rubber tube connected to the 
helium reservoir port until it has collapsed indicating a vacuum in 
the helium reservoir. Contin11e pumping for a minute. 
4. Close the throttle valve and allow the system to indica.te positive 
pressure on the sample chamber press11re gauge. This procedure may 
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r11ax1rr111111. 
5. Decre8S(' the flow of helium gas to 0.2 to 0.5 1/m. 
6. Repeat stt>ps 3, 4, and 5 two more times to completely purge the N2 
gas. 
7. Check to ensure the needle valve and capillary tube that supply 
helium to the samr>lc is clear. Do this by closing the heliurn needle 
valve and JJump on the sarnple chamber by opening the throttle and 
sample chamber \'acuum \'alves. 
8. After the sample chamber pressure gauge indicates a vacuum, 
the helium needle valve and listen for the characteristic ... gurg)C1" 
the pumJ> indicating the line) is clear. Continue purging for 2 
to completely fill the line and valve with heliun1 gas. 
9. Close the throttle valve and initiate helium transfer immediately . 
• 
A.2.4 Helium Transfer 
open 
from 
. 
min. 
The transfer should begin slowly since the vessel must be cooled to 4.2K 
before any liquid will collect. The transfer rod is used to transfer liquid helium 
from the storage dewar to the cryostat in an efficient manner. It is imperative 
the vacuum in thC1 jarkPt of thP transfer rod is "hard" to rPduce the t.hermal 
conductivity as much as possible. The inside of the transfer rod is cooled 
before placing inside the cryostat to minimize the amount of warm helium gas 
introduced into the reservoir. Once filled, the helium reservoir is valved off and 
the pressure is vented through relief valves. The relief valves maintain positive 
pressure which precludes air from entering the helium reservoir and provides a 
constant drive pressure for helium through the helium needle valve. 
I. Check the liquid nitrogen level and refill if necessary. 
2. Close the auxiliary feed and transfer rod evacuation valves and 
disconnect the transfer rod from the stainless steel pipe. 
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tlu· f><>rl v.·ith it ruhl>t·r slc»J>l><·r to kc•f•J> Liu· lu·liurn gns frc,rn <·sru1,iu~. 
4. Connect thr st.ainlrss rxt.ensi<>n onto the lc,ngcr end of lhP transfer 
rod and cc>n n<·r t t hfl J>U rgr Ii nP to the other flJJd. ~ <>tr: ,\ t th is step 
it rr1ay b,· l>t·nrficial t.c> J><->sitic>n the )ieliurn storagr de"''ar on the 
movable J>allrt. The fc>ur fc>c>t ladder should he used by the individual 
holding thr transfer rod in order to keep the rod vertical without 
h j l ting the fl 00 r. 
5. Connect the helium purge line to the shorter end of the transfer rod 
and purge for 3 min. with a flow of 0.2 to 0.5 1/m. 
6. Open the white valvt> and yellow handle vent valve on the heliurn 
storage dewar. and \vith the heliurr1 gas pressurizing adapter secured 
to the outlet of the dewar~ insert the Jong end of the transfer rod 
slc>wly. Do not insert the other end in the cryostat at this time. 
7. Close the vello\\' handle vent valve and pressurize the storage dev.ar 
by opening the he] i um gas pressurizing valves \\1 i th the flov.' set for 
. 
maximum. 
8. \\,'hen the gaE Psraping f ram the transfer rod becomes very cold, turn 
off the flow of helium ga.." and release the pressure inside the tank by 
opening the yellow handle valve. 
9. Without hesitation~ remove the stopper from the helium reservoir 
port and lift the transfer rod into the reservoir port. Allow the rod 
I 
to rrrnain )p\·PI \\·hilP pushing t>otli flncis until they arP 4" from thC' 
bot.torn of both the storage de\\'ar and research cryostat. 
IO. Close the yellow handle valve and repressurize the storage dewar. 
11. Open the helium reservoir vent valve slightly so as not to build any 
back pressure in the reservoir. Keep the helium needle valve slightly 
opened, and turn it several times during transfer to prevent it from 
freezing shut due to the contraction of the valve body. 
12. \\7atch the helium fil) meter, and fill to desired capacity. 
13. Once transfer is complete, turn off the pressurizing helium gas, vent 
excess pressure from the dewar, close the helium reservoir vent valve, 
remove the transfer rod, and plug the helium reservoir port with a 
rubber stopper. 
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Once the heliun1 reservoir has been filled, keep the needle valve 4 lo 2 
turn open and vcrif y helium is being collected at the sample mount by 
monitoring tl1c sarr1ple temperature. If the mechanical pump is not turned on 
to vent the sample tube, it is important to maintain the sample tube pressure 
be)o\\' atmospheric by opening the sample vent valve. Failure to do so will 
result in a sample temperature rise as less liquid helium is allowed to collect. 
The temperature may bfl varied from 5K to 300K by adjusting the 
thumbwhecl switched on the front of the controller which will adjust the heater 
power. It should not be necessary to turn the helium needle valve during this 
mode of operation. 
To achieve t.er11peraturcs Lelo\\1 4K~ it wi11 be necessary to evaporate the 
liquid helium present in the sample tube, This may be accomplished by flooding 
the chamber with helium after the needle ·valve is fully opened. The mechanical 
pump should be valved to the sample tube with the needle valve either fully 
clus<,J, \\ hich \\'ill allo\\· the ]o\\'est µc>ssiblc tcrn~>crature, or witl1 tlte needle 
valve opened to continuously replenish the supply of helium at the expense of a 
slightly higher temperature. 
Samples may be changed during a run without significant loss of liquid 
coolant. The sample tu be must be brought to pressures above atmospheric to 
preclude the admission of air while the sample mount is removed. This may be 
accomplished by shutting down the mechanical pump and maintaining the flow 
of liquid helium. Before the sample rod is returned to the cryostat, it is good 
practice to remove the water that has condensed to the rod. This may be 
effectively done with a portable hair drier. 
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1"tac sysl<'rr1 rr1ay l,e shut rJ,,wn at any timt- regardless of the arr,ount <>f 
helium left in the reservoir. If a significant amount is left, it may be practical 
t,, transfer the heliurn hack lo the de\\'ar. In this mode, the helium reservoir is 
additionally pressurized with the helium gas, and the dewar vent valve is left 
open. However, in most cases, if less than 20% remains, it will not be wise to 
attempt a back transfer, and the system should be left to y.·arm up to room 
temperature. 
All electrical instrumentation should be turned off, and ideally, al] vent 
valves should be closed while the sample tube is continuously evacuated to 
prevent \\'ater from condensing and collecting at the bottom of the research 
dev.ar. In most cases, if another run is not expected for a few days, the pump 
may be turned off, and the system may be allowed to return to room 
temperature. In any case, the process may be expedited by breaking the 
vacuum in the insulating jacket of the cryostat. 
]t is imperative befc>re anothPr run is att.empted to ensure that all water 
collected in the nitrc>gen reservoir, and anywhere else, is completely removed 
before adding any cryogenic fluid. Failure to do so will result • ID 
per1nanent damage to the cryostat's joints and seals when the water 
freezes. 
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Appendix B 
Maintenance of the Cryogenic System 
As with any complex piece of machinery, a certain amount of maintenance 
is required on the cryogenic system in order to maintain reliable performance. 
)t is v.'ell knov.·n that a consistent maintenance schedule will prevent future 
breakdowns and minimize repair costs. It is the purpose of this appendix to 
describe procedures that are simple to perform to maintain the system to an 
efficient level. 
B.l High Vacu11m Cryo Pump 
In order to maintain a high vacuum in the shroud of the cryostat, an Air 
Products 4" cryo pump is used. A set of maintenance checks wilJ be outlined 
for the cryo pump in this section. If any item is found to be worn, broken or 
not within specifications, the corrective procedures should be followed. 
The Air Products 4" Cryo pump consists of 3 main component parts, 
compressor module. expander unit, and interconnecting hoses. Technical 
manuals covering the corr1pressor.. expander, hoses, and the pumping system in 
general have been supplied by the manufacturer. These manuals provide 
excellent information on system operation, use, and, repair and should be 
consulted before any work on the pump proceeds. 
In figure B-1, a front and rear view shows where gauges and connections 
are located. The pressure gauge on the front of the compressor · should be 
checked before use of the cryo pump. 
1"able B-1 gives the refrigerant pressures for the following conditions: 
nonoperating, operating without an expander connected,· operating with an 
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PRESSURE GAUGE 
AIR 
PRODUCTS 
FUSES 
USAGE METER 
ON/OFF SWITCH 
EXPANDER POWER 
gM----~--~POWER CORD 
RETURN SUPPLY HELIUM GAS HOSES 
TO EXPANDER UNIT 0 o~ 
WATER 
RETURN Q Q SUPPLY 
Figure B-1: Front and rear v.iews of the Air Products 
model IR04 W-SL compressc>r. 
<~XJ>anncr. ancl rrrl1argi11~. If th" 01><·rat.i11g c,r nonoJ>rrat.ing pr~s!\ures arr too 
higl1.. venting proccdur<·s arc outlined 
manual. 
• 
Ill tt1e compressor r11odulc technical 
Cryo Pump PrPSSures 
Operating 
PSJG Operating 
Expander Nonoperating Cc>mpressor PSJ(; With Recharge 
Model PSIG Only Expander PSJG 
DE-202 200-205 260-280 250-270 195 
Table B-1: Relevant cryo pump pressures. 
Tl1e only routine maintenance necessary is adsorber replacement when the 
time meter on the front of the compressor registers l 0,000 hours. Replacement 
can be done in-house following the recommendations in the technical manual. 
On the back of the module., utility and gas Jines are connected. The 
water return and supply connections should be checked for leaks and corrected 
immediately if one is found. The plastic water lines should be routed in such a 
manner as to not kink the hose. If the line is kinked or appears to be worn, a 
suital>lc· flexible 3/8~ plastic tubing, capable of handling 100 psi of water 
pressure, should be used for replacement. 
The flexible metal gas hoses are virtually maintenance free if reasonable 
care is exercised when working near the system. Two safety considerations are 
outlined here in case removal of these hoses is necessary. 
1. Make sure the supply connection ( color coded red) on the compressor 
is connected to the supply connection ( color coded red) on the 
expander if the hoses are being reinstalled. 
2. If disconnecting hoses at the expander, verify the expander is at 
room temperature. Cold gases inside the expander can reach a 
dangerously high pressure as it warms. 
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wrer1ches are to be used, as oth<'rs rr1ay strip the facet.s on the l1ose fittings. 
The expander unit normally requires no periodic 
• 
maintenance. The 
technical manual on the expander unit recommends no maintenance until 
degrading performance is observed. The unit is expected to last l 0,000 hours 
before any work is nttded. 
If it is found the cryo pump will not maintain a temperature below 14 K, 
regeneration will be required. This process removes the trapped gases from the 
cryopump and returns it to its full rated capacity. The process consists of four 
steps: \\'arming up, purging, and pumping down. 
Begin the warm up procedure by isolating the cryo pump from the dewar, 
and turn off the expander. The pressure inside the pump will increase slowly 
until the frozen gases melt. If enough gases have been trapped., the pressure 
\vii) rise rapidly and flow through the relief valve in less than a minute. 
Nitrogen purging hastens regeneration and displaces adsorbed gases from 
the charcoal coating on the pump's cold panels. Nitrogen purging shou]d 
continue until the cryopump reaches room temperature, because the process 
transfers heat from the chamber walls to the cryopanels. The nitrogen supply 
line may be connected to the nitrogen purge valve located near the bottom of 
the expander unit. The supply pressure should be high enough to open the 
reli~f valve, less than 15 psig. 
When the pump has reached room temperature, the pumping down 
procedures outlined in appendix A may be followed. 
In this section, basic procedures have been covered to maintain the cryo 
pump system. The technical manuals provided with the pump contain a wealth 
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J>roperly. 
B.2 Ro11ghing PumJ> 
For rough pumping of the system, and evaporation of the liquid helium, 
an Alratrl 2020A 17 CFM rr1cchanical pump is employed. This section will 
farniliarize the user with maintaining the pump. 
The oil level in the Alc:ate] pump should be checked before use. The level 
is ch(•cked by looking at the oil level v.·indoy.· v.·hose location is shown in figure 
B-2. The )eve) should be visible in the Jov.·er half of the window. If not, add 
the required amount of TK0-19 vacuum pun1p fluid. 
The pump is equipped with a Baslton model AR-0316-371H filter assembly 
to completely remove all oil mist. and s111oke f ron1 the exhaust of the pump. 
The recovered oi] drains into a beaker through a small length of tygon tubing. 
The filter uses 3, 200-16-371H filter tubes that are replaced when the pressure 
drop gauge reaches 5 to 10 psi. The filter tube cannot be cleaned by back-
fJushing since the solids arc trapped in the depth of the tube, not on the 
surface. 
The filters are replaced by first removing the wire mesh cover on the 
housing. The filter tu bes are sealed by a threaded element retainer on a tie 
rod. The element is loosened by turning it counter-clockwise until it comes off 
the tie rod. After replacing the tubes, seal securely by tightening (I to 2 
turns) the element retainer after the retainer first contacts the filter tu be. Do 
not use excessive force, and no tools should be used on the element retainer. 
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~OIL AND SMOKE 
TRAP 
PRESSURE DROP 
GAUGE 
of VACUUM SOURCE 
__..._ OIL FILL 
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---- 0 ___. 
OIL DRAIN RESEVOIR 
VIBRATION ABSORBER 
Figure B-2: Mechanical pumping system. 
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B.3 .Janis ODT (~ryc,,;t.11t 
'l'he r.rvostat 
used in this research is made bv the Janis Research 
• 
" 
Company. It is constructed of stainless st.eel and will require lit.tie care other 
than periodic cleaning. 
It. contains a delicate needle valve and a removable 
sample mount. that should be handled with care. 
After each system run, when the liquid nitrogen has boiled completely, the 
reservoir should be cleaned of debris, as the styrofoam lined removable cover 
usually freezes causing some of the insulation to break off when handled. It is 
desirable to remove any water found in the bottom of the reservoir, as the 
water will immediately freeze upon addition of more nitrogen damaging the 
crvostat 's vacuum seals . 
., 
During normal use the high vacuum will remain for approximately one 
week before re-pumping is necessary. It is good practice, however, to pump out 
the cryostat and transfer rod before each run. If the cryostat is suspected of 
not being able to hold a vacuum, then a helium leak check can be performed to 
find the leaky seal. 
B.4 C,1stom M11nifold 
The manifold channels the flow of vacuum or gas to any destination in 
the system through the use of manually controlled valves. 
The man if old is 
meant to consist of all tu bing or pipe, either copper, stainless steel, or rubber, 
and all manually controlled valves. 
completely built in house. 
The man if old 2 is a custom design and 
', 
2The manifold follows a similar design by John Trombetta which has been modified for our 
purposes. 
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vicinity of thr cryostal must l>ti clu•cked carefully for rracks in the solder. 
During a fill, the ropper tubing from th«' sample chamber and the helium 
rt'tlt'rvoir usually frost and contract quickly. Cracks in lhe solder joints will 
cause a loss in the ability to evaporate helium in the sample chamber with the 
Alcatel pump, and effect the system's ability to achieve temperatures below 
4.2K. 
The stainless steel section should be checked for cracks in the welded 
joints. Though this section is not subject to drastic temperature differentials as 
the copper section is, vibrations from the cryo-pump are directly coupled into 
the tubing. If the flexible section connected to the valve on the cryostat needs 
replacement, a similar type of tubing needs to be used in order to isolate the 
vibrations f ram the cryostat. 
Shown in figure B-3 is the molecular trap installed in series with the 
roughing line near the cryo-pump. The trap is used for protection against 
vacuum pump fluid back-streaming. Under certain circumstances, oil from the 
roughing pump may back-stream into the cryo-pump. The trap is designed to 
prevent oil from entering the cryo-pump's interior through the roughing port. 
Once a year the trap requires baking in order to be regenerated. As seen 
in figure B-3, heater coils are wrapped around the body of the trap. A v ariac 
should be used when operating the heater since excessive heating will melt the 
rubber hose connected to the trap. The trap should be pumped on during 
bake-out for 4-6 hours. The variac is adjusted for approximately (50VAC) 
output, while checking that the rubber hoses are not overheated. 
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TO ROUGHING PUMP 
i 
TO CRYO PUMP 
LABYRINTH STRUCTURED 
NON-METALLIC, INORGANIC 
ABSORBENT PLATES 
BAKEOUT 
HEATER 
COILS 
Figure B-3: The molecular trap for the prevention oil back-streaming. 
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']'hr f'lf•ctriral instrurnPntatit>n cln tt.,· svRten1 r<>nsists of a Lakesh<,rf' n1<>dfll 
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DR(;.ROC aut.omatic tenlf>f'raturll ronlroller, an American Magnetics n1odel 110A 
liquid helium )«1vel mrt.Pr, and a K url J. Lesker model KJ L-201 thern1ocouple 
gauge indicator. This section \\'ill rover the level met.er an thermocouple gauge 
readout. The user is referred to the manufacturer's manual on the temperature 
contrc,I )er shou Id a probl<'m arise. 
Thr lrvel meter rnay need recalibration if it improperly indicates the )eve) 
\\·hen the heliurn reservoir is empty. The procedure for recalibration is outlined 
belo\\' · ,
1. Connect a (138.80) resistor (use a variable wire wound resistor 
capab]e of handling 70ma) bet\\1een the red and black terminals on 
the hack of the n1eter. Also r<>nnect a short pier~ <>f Y-1 ire between 
the vellc>\.\' and black ~erminals, and another between the red and 
w 
blue tern1i nals. 
2. \\'ith the cover removed, turn on the power and adjust the 5K 
potentiometer marked "ZERO" until the panel meter needle reads 
zero. 
3. Llse a wire to sh<>rt out the calibrating resistor. 
potentiometer marked "SPAN" to read full scale. 
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3. 
Adjust the 
The thermocouple gauge readout may also be recalibrated if the sensor has 
been replaced, or if it suspected the gauge has ~drifted". With the gauge 
connected to a system of known pressure, the "TC-Adjust" potentiometer, 
located on the back of the readout, may be adjusted to indicate the correct 
pressure. 
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Fabrication Technology 
' 
The devices used in this study were processed in the microelectronics 
fabrication facility at Lehigh LJniversity. The devices from the TP-200 mask 
used a non-self-aligned poly gate single well technology. The starting material 
was a < 100> a-100-cm n-type wafer. The process sequence and finished wafers 
were supplied by Tom Krutsick. 
C.J Fabric8tion Tecl1nology 
1. Intrinsic Getter 
a. Furnace Clean 
b. 5KA Oxide 
• Wet, 1100 ° C, 40min. 
c. Anneal 
• N2, 700 ° C, 16hr. 
2. p· Well Formation 
a. Photolithography 
• Mask #1, p-well 
b. Etch Oxide 
c. Furnace Clean 
d. 500A Oxide 
• Wet, 1000 ° C, 5min. 
e. Drive-in 
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f. Strip Ox idc 
g. 3KA Oxide 
• Wet, 1ooo·c, 40min. 
3. J>-+ Source and Drain 
a. Photolithography 
• Mask #2, p+ Source and Drain 
b. Etch Oxide 
c. Furnace Clean 
d. Diffusion 
• Boron, 950 • C, 35min. 
e. Etch All Oxide 
f. 4KA Oxide 
• Wet, 1000 ° C, 50min. 
4. N-i Source and Drain 
a. Photolithography 
• Mask #3, n+ Source and Drain 
b. Etch Oxide 
c. Furnace Clean 
d. Diffusion 
• Phosphorus, 900 ° C, 30min. 
e. Etch All Oxide 
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f. 3 KA ()x i<lc· 
• Wet, 1000 • C, 40min. 
5. Gate Window and Poly Deposition 
a. Photolithography 
• Mask #4, Gate Window 
b. Etch Oxide 
c. Furnace Clean 
d. JOOA Gate Oxide 
• Dry, g75·c, 4Imin. 
e. Anneal 
• N2, 875 ° C, 301nin. 
f. Poly-Si Deposition 
• LPCVD, 625 ° C, 90min., 0.75Torr, 500 cc/min. SiH,e, 
100cc /min., N 2 
g. Poly Dope Diffusion 
• Phosphorus, 950 ° C, 60min. 
h. P-glass Strip 
• 10sec. in Buffered HF 
6. Poly-Silicon Definition 
a. Photolithography 
• Mask #5, Poly Gate (keep resist on) 
b. PJasma Etch Poly 
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d. 2KA Oxide 
• Wet, 1ooo·c, 15min. 
7. Contact \\'indows 
a. Photolithography 
• Mask #6, Contact Windows 
b. Etch Oxide 
c. Furnace Clean 
d. Forming Gas Anneal 
• 425°C, 1.5hr. 
e. Open \\;indows 
• I Os, in I % HF 
8. Aluminum Deposition 
a. Deposit Aluminum 
b. Photolithography 
• Mask #7, Metal Lines (keep resist on) 
c. PAN Etch 
d. Strip Resist 
e. P~1A (Sinter) 
• 460 ° C, 1hr. 
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Appendix D 
Magnetic System 
Thta magnetir system consists of a 6-inch electromagnet and a solid slate 
custom power supply. The system is capabl~ of applying a 4 kGauss field lo a 
device mounted in the sample chamber of the cryostat. The power supply was 
designed to accept an analog control signal from a c:ompu ter programmable 
power supply. 
automaticallv . 
Therefore, it is possible to ramp th<> magnetir field 
., 
D.l Operation &nd Use 
Before using the magnetic system, insure that the water valve to the 
electromagnet has been opened and water is flowing ( only a flow rate of 0.5 
gallons/min. is necessary). Check the electrical connections and • wires on the 
power supply and magnet to be sure they are connected properly. 
It is good practice to first turn the current control knob, see figure D-1, 
romplet.ely rounterrlockv.1 ise to a zero current level. Use a variac to turn tht' 
supply on to lirr1it the turn-on surge currents. Once the variac is adjusted for 
100% output, the current control knob may be adjusted for a maximum of 
1.45A per coil section. Warning: the coils cannot handle n1ore than 1.45A 
per section! An internal current limit will turn on if the supply is adjusted 
for more than 1.45A. 
If • automatic control of the field • IS desired, a suitable computer 
programmable HPIB power supply, such as the HP59501A may be used. An 
analog control signal of O to 1 V will adjust the output of the magnet power 
supply to O to 1.45A. The programrnab)e power supply can be controlled via a 
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basic program or a custom extension to the TECAP software. The control 
signal is connected to the shielded cable from the back of the power supply. 
D. 2 Varian 6-inch Electro1nagnet 
The electromagnet used in the measurement system is model \ 1 -4007 
manufactured by Varian Associates with 6 inch diameter pole faces. Special 
conical pole caps are used having a taper from 6 inches to 3 inches in order to 
increase the magnetic field. Because of tl1e tail dimensions of the Janis 
cryostat, the magnet gap is restricted to no less than 3.25 inches. 
Unfortunately, such a large air gap reduces the gap field t.o less than 4 kGauss. 
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coi I HCC t.ions. 'rt. is llll<>Y.'S 1t t.otal <>f ·1 \\'ind in gs to l,,, C<>fl f)f-C t.ed i u ei t h,·r it 
series or parallel fashion. Each Y.'inding's maxirnurn current rating is l.45A with 
a water cooling rate of 0.5 gall<)ns/rr1in. The power consumption at the rated 
maximun1 current with water cooling is 1100 "·atts. The impedance of each 
w i n d i n g is t y r> i ca 11 y l 31 n . 
The series connection has the advantage of a constant current through 
each coil of the magnet. However. thf• disadvantage is a power supply voltage 
on the order of 90() volts. A paral.lrl connection has the advantage of a low 
power supply voltage rating, typically 200 volts, but non-uniform fields cou Id 
exist if there is a large impedance mismatch among coils. It would be desirable 
to have a power supply that \\·ould combine the advantageous features of 
constant current with lov. po\\'er supply voltages. 
these features was designed, built, and tested. 
D.3 I.I kW Solid StHte Power S11pply 
Such a supply combining 
In order to replace an old, large, and obsolete vacuum tube po\\'er supply~ 
a solid state supply utilizing power T~10S tecl1nology \\'as built. For safety, it 
was desired to have a lo\\' voltage power supply. In order to prevent non-
uniform fields resulting from mismatches in coil currents, a design philosophy 
shown in figure D-2 was adopted. Four constant current sources are connected 
in series with each magnet coil, and each current source is controlled by the 
same reference signal. In this manner, it is possible to achieve a high degree of 
current matching among the coils. 
Tl1us the supply is really four constant current sources each made from 
many "building blocks" shown in figure D-3. This is readily recognized as a 
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A scheme for maintaining uniform currents at a )ow voltage. 
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element, a p<>wer MOSFF.:T is usf•<L 1-wcaus«· of LIie hiKt. input imJ>edanr~ 
looking into the gate of the MOSFET, a suitable voltage source, such ii.ct the 
output of an op-amp, is ideally suited to control t}1e device. 
Referring to figure D-3, a voltage reference signal, V REF is applied to the 
non-inverting input of )Cl. Because )Cl is used as a feedl>ack element around 
QI, a voltage v.·ill be maintained by ICl across R that will drive the operating 
point of QI so that the I5RSENSE drop will equal V REr· Therefore, the current 
through the coiL Is will be regulated to a \'alue of V REF/lt5ENsE· Thus by 
controlling \' REF'.' the current through each magnet coil can be maintained to a 
predetermined, constant value regardless of individual roil impedances. 
Several "building blocks" may be paralleled in order to share the current 
demands. Figure D-4 is the overall schernatic of the solid state pov.·er supply. 
Each coil has its own current source built from 4 series pass stages., but V REF 
is common to each op-amp in the circuit. 
ln the case of paralleled devices, special care must be taken to prevent 
"'current hogging., in one of the devices. At high drain currents rds(on) has a 
positive temperature coefficient. In a parallel circuit, initially, a current 
imbalance would exist among devices due to the variations in r ds· The device 
with the lowest r ds would carry more current and dissipate more heat. This 
would be followed by a rise in r ds for that device and a reduction in drain to 
source current. Eventually, a more equal distribution of currents among the 
devices would occur preventing one device from "current hogging". 
At low drain currents, however, the temperature dependence of the drain 
current is dominated by the negative temperat11re coefficient of \' TH. As a 
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Figure D-3: The basic series pass regulator building block. 
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Figure D-4: The complete 1.1 kW power supply schematic. 
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current, and dissip11te evc11 rr1ort· powt•r. St1tbility t>f tlte· 0J>cr11ting J>oint. r11c,y 
be obtained with the placement of a source resistor. Such a resistor provides 
degenerativl' feedback to the gate by decreasing \' GS by an amount proportional 
to the drain current. In this design RSENSE in figure D-3 maintains the 
operating point with this scheme. In this design each power transistor is driven 
from its own op-amp as an extra feature to promote equal current sharing. 
The resistors in series with the gates of each device are used to dampen 
any se If- i n du c ed osc i 11 at ion . Recause of the high input impedance and high 
frequency capabilities of power TMOS devices, parasitic oscillations will occur at 
high frequencies (greater than 100 MHz) due to a high-Q network formed in 
paralleled devices fron1 parasitic lead inductances and capacitances. The 
equivalent network for tv.'o paralleled devices is shown in figure D-5. A lossy 
element such as ferrite beads or resistors placed in series with the gate lead will 
degrade the Q of the LC network formed by the gate-to-drain and gate-to-
source capacitances and the inductances in the gate. drain, and source leads. ln 
this design, I KO resistors were necessary to stabilize the circuit. 
The resistor-diode net work across each coil in figure D-4 is used to ensure 
the maximum drain to source voltage (V dsMAX) of the power TMOS device is 
not exceeded. As current is interrupted to the coils, when the supply is turned 
. 
off, excessive values of \ 1 ds may be encountered due to the "fly back" effect. 
Without the resistor-diode network, during a turn-off transient, a self induced 
voltage would develop across the coil that would add to the a+ voltage still 
• • With the prot.ective network, ho,vever, the diode will conduct during remaining. 
the transient and limit any self induced voltage to the value of the forward 
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Equivalent circuit of two MOS devices in parallel indicating 
the parasitic inductances and capacitances. 
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induct.anrcs. Thus \' d, \\'ill be• rnai11Lc1iu,~d Lo is valut• slightly larger than tt.t~ 
B + voltage during a turn-off transient. 
Transistors QJ 7-Q20 and resistors R37-R40 are used to limit the current 
in each coil to Jess than J .45A. The resistors are adjusted to turn the 
transistors on and produce a voltage droJ> across R4 l that Jowers V REF when 
an attempt is made to adjust R45 from the front panel to a current level 
greater than 1.45A. When the power supply is driven from a computer 
programrr1ab)e external D / A converter, the current limit feature operates in a 
similar n1anner. 
The power supply may be controlled either internally by R45 or externally. 
\\'ith the mode s\\·itch set to external, a O to ] \' signal from a D / A converter 
(such as the 59501A HPIB isolated D/ A power supply programmer) is amplified 
by a gain of 3.625 set by the trimpot R44. Therefore, if the external input is 
IV, VREF becomes 3.625\1, and the currents through R1-RI6 are 362.5 mA. 
This would correspond to a current in each roil of 1.45.~. 
lf the mode switch is set to internal._ magnet current is adjustable via the 
JO-turn potentiometer, R45. A 5.6V zener diode is buffered by ICI7 to provide 
, 
5.6V at the top of R45. Diode D 13 is a field effect 4mA current source to 
supply a constant current to the zener diode. Resistors R46-R5 7 and capacitors 
C8-C26 form a decoupling network to filter the power supply lines for the op-
amps. These networks are located physically next to each op amp for 
maximum effectiveness. 
-A printed circuit board v.'as used for the low voltage op-an1p circuitry, 
wl1ile the .larger components due to their weight or heat dissipation, were 
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1ru,untt•d clir,•rtlv to the· ru!ltorr1 rnl>iuc·t. A J>1trlH list i1' inrlu,tr,I ~tu1ultl t lu· 
• 
n~cd arise t,, rr.J>lart• any ron1J>onc11 l. 
l'o"'·cr Supply J> arlff l~isl 
Schematic Id D•·sc ri pt.ion 
QJ-Q16 MTM2N50, 2A 500\' power TMOS 
QI 7-Q20 2N2222A, NP N I<>\\' J>O\\'er 
ICI-IC19 LM348, quad L~1 Ii 41 oJ>-arnp 
IC19 7815K, 15 \' IA J><>S. voltttge rPgulat.or 
IC20 7915K, 15 \' IA neg. vc>I tagt., regulator 
DI-D4 EC(;5J26 .. 60fl\' 25A bridge rectifier 
D5-D8 l N4002 l 00\' , 1 A diode 
D9-DI 2 EC(~ 5809., I 000\' 3A diode 
D13 ~1CI304, 4n1.~ current source 
D14 1 N 4690. 5 .G \' 0. 25 \V zener diode 
DI5-D16 I N4002, l C)O\,. I ,J\ d i <>de 
Cl 360X312F 45C>DJ2A. 31 OOuF 450VDC electro)ytir "' 
C2-C3 0.1 uF 100\r mylar . 
C4-C5 TVAI318.4, 3000uF 50\'DC electrolytic 
C6-C7 330J Q3, 33 µ F' 5C>CJ\' silver di 1>ped mica 
C8-C26 o. o 1 u F 1 on \l disc 
C27 36DX541 F 450BC2A, 540uF' 450VDC electro] y tic 
RI-Rl6 I 3F 143 RS-5. 1 on 5 \\1 1 %. \vi rewound 
Rl7-R20 V C-1 0- F -1 00, 1 oon 1 0 W 5 % wirewound 
R21-R36, R421 IOKn 0.25 W 1% metal film 
R37-R40 LW-5, 50 5 \\1 .
 
R42 IKO 0.25W 1% metal film 
R43 2KO 0.25W 1% metal film 
R44 BOURNS 3355, 1 Kn trimpot 
R45 73JA, JOKO 2W 10 turn wirewound 
R46-R57 1 lOfl 0.25 W carbon 
8fi 
,,,,,,
1 c·r Su1,pl~· l,art s l.,ist 
Sc t.crua tir I cl Uesr ri Jltiora 
LI 120 V AC pan~I lamr> 
L2 C2688, l Orr1 li 12.5A filter choke 
Tl P-8672~ 36.Cl\' C. T. 4.0A transformer 
T2 SU-3, 3K \·' A dual prin1ary and secondary transformer 
~11-M4 8202-Z, 0-3DC A panel meter 
SJ 80600, 16.,\ l 2 5 \' . .\ C togg I e switch 
S2 JMTl 23, Sf>J)1' subminiaturP toggle S\\'itch 
Fl-F'2 BI-JS-15, I 5 A 600 \-' quirk b)o\\' fuse 
F3-F6 AGC-2. 2A 250\·' quick blov.· fuse 
F7 AGC-1, IA 250\' quick blo\\' fuse 
Misc. 401-.,\. heat sink for power T~10S 
Misc. TM23K672, triple fan assembly . 
Table D-1: The complete parts list for the solid state power supply. 
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